
SIMPLIFYING CYBER 
SECURITY 
The world of the web is a dark and dangerous place for enterprises. 
But that does not mean your information and systems cannot be safe 
– the key is the strategy.
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ABSTRACT

Cybercrime has become the order of the day. Organizations 
and their CXOs are constantly on their toes to ensure their 
business and its objectives are protected from ever-increasing 
organized crime syndicates from the cyber underground who 
are fast becoming more advanced every passing day and 
detection of their presence on your company’s boundaries is 
becoming very difficult. Persistent threats can be launched 
against the CIO of your company despite all the state-of-the-
art security that your organization would have invested in. The 
exact step-by-step approach on managing and responding 
to targeted cybercrime attacks across industries using 
techniques such as cybercrime impact analysis, strategies 
based on deception, and targeted key asset / user behavioral 
and misuse monitoring 24x7 are some of the techniques that 
are explained in detail in this PoV. 

SIMPLIFYING CYBER SECURITY

This guy scored 1,460 on his SAT exam, attended University 
of Texas, Dallas, with a full academic scholarship, has a 
degree in Physics, a masters in Materials Science and 
Engineering (specializing in crystallography), and actively 
participated in political debates supporting libertarianism. 
Doesn’t he sound like one of those nerds or whiz kids who 
would probably have a Silicon Valley startup? If that’s what 
you thought, you are wrong. 

This is a brief profile of Ross William Ulbricht a.k.a Dread 
Pirate Roberts, who ran a highly sophisticated online drug 
syndicate called “Silk Road” on Darknet (underground 
internet) using the most sophisticated encryption 
technologies to evade detection.  

The FBI, DHS, DEA and NSA ran a very secretive and 
covert program for nearly two years to catch him while 
he was building a drug empire – a $1.2 billion market, 
selling illegal drugs across the world using the deep web 
or Darknet, which cannot be traced (due to the inherently 
sophisticated encryption protocols it incorporates). The 
FBI/DEA finally caught up with him using covert operations 
(not by means of technology), and the website was shut 
down, only to allow more such criminal rings to spring up, 
offering varied services from drugs to assassinations to 
cybercrime as a service. 

Cyber security risks for organizations have rapidly changed 
over time. A completely hidden part of the internet, or as 
some like to call it – “beneath the surface of the internet”, 
has made it easy for hackers / cyber criminals sitting in some 
corner of the world to launch targeted information-theft, 
financial / privacy-breach attacks on organizations without 
being detected. These attacks are usually the source of 
embarrassing headlines followed by CXO-level resignations 
in the victim organizations. 

The modus operandi of hackers is becoming increasingly 
complex. Organizations today invest billions to thwart such 
prying eyes from invading sensitive information, yet most 
often fail due to the sheer intricacy of the system. The 
complexity involved in securing organizational information 
from an ever-growing smart breed of cyber criminals has 
only increased the pressure for continuous monitoring of 
systems and programs.

In the next few paragraphs, we will explore the defense 
strategies that can be developed for organizations specially 
keeping in mind a simplified approach to tackle the ever-
growing threat of information invasion in this connected 
world.

SIMPLIFIED CYBERCRIME STRATEGIES

Organizations have always been trying to create a holistic 
strategy to protect information by involving virtually every 
department and individual at the workplace. This usually 
creates an added burden of running very large programs, 
which might take months to implement. By the time the 
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As depicted above, organizations have to be clear on their 
business objectives and the role of a security program in 
their overall strategy that synchronizes with the business 
outcomes. Some of the principal qualities a security program 
must have are:  

All the above is only possible if an organization implementing 
a security program understands what to protect, how to 
protect it, and where to protect rather than running random 
security assessments. The following steps are to be followed 
while implementing security programs:

 
 business objectives.

program is successfully implemented (which in turn, usually 
takes couple of years), the industry perception of threats 
would have changed, rendering the program to be either 
ineffective or needing upgrades. Now, new ways would have 
to be devised to avoid continuous updates.

Monitor in terms of maturity level of the program as per CoBIT 5
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Information risks based on the specific business risks and drivers behind a security program

Prioritize key enablers that are essential to ensure  
 market capitalization and maintain consumer interest. If  
 it is an online banking website that reduces branch banking  
 cost by 50%, this exercise should reduce extra flab as  
 the organization does not have to worry about investing too  
 much in security (e.g.: an isolated research lab, or a part of  
 the banking application which does not deal with databases  
 or confidential data).

Identify direct information risks that would disrupt the  
 business objectives, which in turn would hamper the  
 business operations itself. (e.g.: A spear phishing attempt  
 on an employee who is managing the online banking  
 portal would in effect grant hackers complete control of  
 the entire platform).

Set up honey-pots for application security simulation.  
 Here, you can observe the kind of attacks that hackers /  
 cyber criminals would launch to gain access to information  

It is important for companies to simplify the approach 
to address cyber security risks, specifically to include 
information assets and people, with a higher probability 
of being targeted, rather than generally implementing a 
standard security architecture.
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 or steal data. This could even include simulating the CFO’s  
 laptop to see if that endpoint is a possible target.

Have a team scan through the threat intelligence  
 databases and Darknet for attack attempts targeted at  
 similar organizations or information types.

Design and implement a security strategy around the  
 information asset and/or people to be protected. The cost  
 incurred in implementing this will have a smooth sailing,  
 in terms of approval from management, since it takes  
 special effort and informs the CXOs regarding the need for  
 protection and what needs to be protected.

Cyber security risks are consistent and never-ending. At any 
point of time in an hour, a packet entering a network may 
contain a malicious payload. Security operation centers 
assist organizations to have a dashboard view of security 
attacks and risks that may be in progress or planned, 24x7 
and throughout the year.  

A simplified approach towards security monitoring involves 
the following:

1. Understand the devices to be monitored for attacks.  
 This may also include end user systems or critical mobile  
 devices, as mentioned in step 6 in the “simplified  

Keep revisiting points 1 through 4, every month, during  
 the first six months, and subsequently, once a quarter, to  
 ensure ‘the security strategy designed around information  
 that “needs” to be protected is always in line with the  
 evolving complexity of cyber-attacks’. 

The entire program would ideally take a span of three 
months to complete with the right kind of security services 
organization which believes in modern ways of handling 
cyber security risks, as most of the steps listed above are 
structured to facilitate short- and long-terms goals towards 
information protection.

 cybercrime strategies” to help scrutinize assets and  
 identities that require continuous surveillance. 

2. Prioritize assets and targets based on their prominence  
 as a business enabler. E.g. - A CFO’s laptop may have to  
 be monitored for APT kind of attacks whereas a webserver  
 has to be monitored for anonymous connections to a  
 blacklisted IP.

3. Create correlation rules (the rules that aggregate security  
 information from various information assets to arrive at  
 single / multiple security issues), profiles using the SIEM  
 (Security Incident and Event Monitoring) tool or request the  

SIMPLIFIED CONTINUOUS THREAT MONITORING STRATEGIES

A HOLISTIC VIEW OF A SECURITY PROGRAM
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 SoC service provider to create the same. The configuration  
 should consider targeted security attacks on specific  
 assets that are being monitored, and a team of highly  
 trained security engineers to observe such patterns. 

4. Ensure that the SIEM tool or SoC service providers possess  
 exceptionally well-defined and up-to-date threat  
 intelligence databases.

5. Start monitoring organizational assets (the shortlisted   
 ones as in step 1) and implement different response teams  

 at L1, L2 and L3 levels. Create dashboards on a daily basis  
 and choose a method to do it – either defined, managed or  
 optimized, which have different cost and effort implications  
 (Refer to the graph below).

6. Set up a threat mitigation / containment strategy so that  
 the monitoring not only involves delivering the information  
 in case of an attack, but also offers a corrective course of  
 action to be followed to contain the same at the slightest  
 hint of an external intrusion.
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STEP 5 SIMPLIFIED
Securing information need not always have to be a complex 
affair. Well-structured and simplified security programs 
would significantly help an organization to place effective 
methods to prevent current and future attacks on the business 

information that took valuable time, effort and resources to 
build up. Remember – Information is wealth and needs to be 
protected at any cost.


